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časopìs pro p stování matematiky, roč. 100 (1975), Prmha 

DIAMETRICALLY CRITICAL TOURNAMENTS 

JAN PLESNIK, Bratislava 

(Received June 20, 1974) 

In the whole paper, all notions not defined here will be used in the sense of [1]. 
Given a tournament T, V(T) and E(T) denote its point set and line set, respectively. 
For a set M c V(T), T(M) denotes the induced subgraph (subtournament) of T 
with point set M. If u, v e V(T), then the distance from u to v is denoted by dT(u, v). 
(Distinguish from the definition given in [2].) The diameter of Tis denoted by d(T). 

The paper [3] deals with diametrically critical graphs and digraphs in general. 
In this paper we shall study e-critical (i.e. line-critical) and v-critical (i.e. point-
critical) tournaments defined in the same way. A tournament T with a finite diameter d 
is called e-critical (v-critical) if d(T — x) > d for any line x e E(T) (d(T — u) > d 
for any point u e V(T), respectively). A line x e E(T) is said to be superfluous if 
d(T — x) = d(T). Hence a tournament is e-critical if and only if no its line is super
fluous. A common name for both the e-critical and the v-critical tournaments is that 
in the title of the paper. It is the purpose of this note to study the diametrically 
critical (mainly e-critical) finite tournaments. 

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 all e-critical tournaments with p _ 6 points are shown. This 
can be proved e.g. by exhaustion using a list of all tournaments with p ^ 6 points 
(e.g. [2], pp. 91 — 95). In the sequel, however, we shall give also a reasonable proof 
of this assertion. As can be seen, these three tournaments are also v-critical tourna
ments with diameter 2. Thus according to the following theorem we can construct 
infinitely many e-critical as well as v-critical tournaments with diameter 2. 

Theorem 1. Let T be a tournament with p > 1 points, where V(T) = {vt, v2,... 
..., vp}. Let T be a tournament with p + 2 points, where V(T) = V(T) u {u', u"} 
and E(T) = E(T) U {u'u", vxu', v2u',..., vpu', u"vu u"v2,..., u"vp} (cf. Fig. 4). 
Then T is e-critical (v-critical) with diameter 2 if and only if T is e-critical (v-
critical, respectively) with diameter 2. 

The p r o o f is obvious. 
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Note that the tournament in Fig. 3 can be constructed from the tournament of 
Fig. 1 by Theorem 1. A tournament Tis said to be reducible if there is a tournament T 
such that Tand Tboth satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1; in the opposite case T 
is said to be irreducible. So the tournaments of Figs. 1 and 2 are irreducible while 
the tournament of Fig. 3 is reducible. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

U' ď 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

Theorem 2. Except for the two tournaments of Figs. 1 and 2 every e-critical 
tournament with diameter 2 is reducible. 

Proof. Consider an e-critical tournament T with a diameter d ^ 2. Let wuw2e 
e V(T) and x e E(T) be such that 

0) 
with 

(2) 

dт-x(щ, w2) > d 

dт(wu w2) = min min dт(u, v) . 
yєE(T) ы,üєV(T) 

dт-y(u,v)>d 
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Put 

(3) m = dT(wu w2) . 

The shortest wt — w2 path is of the form u0ut... wm, where w0 = wl5 wm = w2 

and x = ukuk+i for some k with 0 _ fc :g m — 1. The set V = V(F) — {w0, wl5 . . . 
..., um} can be decomposed into the following four classes: 

A = {v e V j Wiv, w2v e F(T)} , J5 = {v e V \ vwu vw2 e E(T)} , 

C = {v e V | vwt, w2u G £(T)} , D = {v e V \ wtv, vw2 e E(T)} . 

According to (1) we have 

(4) D = 0 

and obviously 

(5) 1 = m = d . 

After this general introduction we shall suppose that T is an e-critical tournament 

with diameter d = 2. So by (5) it is sufficient to consider the following three cases. 

(I) m = 1. 

l ^ - r u , x U,=W2 

Fig. 5. 

It can be easily seen (cf. Fig. 5) that if A = 0 and B =t= 0, then dT(w0, b) > 2 for any 
be B. Analogously if A -j= 0 and £ = 0, then dT(a, wx) > 2 for any a e A. If A = 
= 0 = B, then either |C| = 1 and we have the tournament from Fig. 1, or \C\ > 1 
and T is reducible. Therefore we can assume 

(6) A # 0 * B . 

If C = 0, then dT(ui9 w0) > 2 and therefore 

(7) C * 0 . 
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One sees that for any line uta9 where ae A, at least one of the following two 
assertions is true: 

0) dT_Uia(ut, a) > 2, 

(ii) there is beB with dT-.Uia(uu b) > 2. 

As T is a tournament, there is at most one ae A with (i) but without (ii). If such 
a point a exists, then it is denoted by a0 and we have immediately 

(8) for any ae A — {a0} it is a0a e E(T) , 

(9) for any ceC it is a0c e E(f) , 

(10) there is at least one be B with a0b e E(T) (for otherwise dT(a0, ut) > 2). 

Thus for any a e A — {a0} the assertion (ii) holds. Choose arbitrarily one of such 
points b and denote it by f(a). In this way we have defined a mapping f: A — 
— {a0} -+ B. Obviously 

(11) for any aeA-{a0} we have af(a)eE(T), but a'f(a)£E(T) whenever 
a' e A - {a}. Especially f (a) #= f(a') whenever a #= a'. 

Further we see that 

(12) for any f(a) and any ceC it is f(a) c e E(T) . 

Now we shall consider the lines bu0 for b e B. One can find out that there is at 
most one b e B with dT~bUo(b, u0) > 2 and with dT-bUo(a, u0) ^ 2 for any ae A. 
Denoting this point b (if any) by b0, we see that 

(13) for any beB - {b0} it is bb0 eE(T), 

(14) for any ceC it is cb0 e E(T) , 

(15) there is at least one ae A with ab0 e E(f) (for otherwise dT(u0, b0) > 2) . 

Thus for any beB - {b0} there is a e A with dT-bU0(a, u0) > 2. One of such points 
a can be chosen arbitrarily and denoted by g(b). For this mapping g : B — {b0} -> A, 
we have 

(16) for any beB - {b0} it is g(b) b e E(T)9 but g(b) b' £ E(T) whenever b' e 
e B - {b}. Especially, g(b) 4= g(bf) whenever b 4= b'. 

Further we have 

(17) for any g(b) and any ceC it is cg(b) e E(T) . 

Now we assert that 

(18) there is no point beB — {b0} with a0 = g(b) . 
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In the opposite case the assertion (17) contradicts (9) (see also (7)). Analogously 
we have 

(19) there is no point ae A — {a0} with f(a) = b0 . 

Put A - {a0} = {au a2 , . . . , ar} and B - {b0} = {bu b2,..., bs}. There are the 
following five possibilities (a) to (e): 

(a) Neither a0 nor b0 exist. Then r ^ 1 and s = 1 (cf. (6)). Without loss of 
generality we can put f(a() = b{ (i = 1, 2 , . . . , r) (see (11)). Then by (16) we have 
g(bj) = aj (j = 1, 2, ..., r), r = s and there is no line akbj except for the case 
i = j (hi = 1>2-..., s). 

(b) T/te poinf a0 exists but the point b0 does not exist. Then we can assume 
a0bx e E(T) (see (10)) andf(af) = bi+1 (i = 1, 2 , . . . , r) (cf. (11)). However, g(bx) 4= 
4= a0 by (18) and g(bt) =j= a; (i = 1, 2 , . . . , r) by (16), i.e. g(bi) is not defined and 
therefore the case (b) is not possible. 

(c) The point b0 exists but the point a0 does not exist. This case is not possible. 
The proof is similar to that of (b) and can be left to the reader. 

(d) The points a0 and b0 both exist and a0b0 e E(T). Then we can assume f(at) = 
= bt (i = 1, 2, ..., r) (see (11)). The case s > r is not possible (g(br + 1) would not 
exist by (16)). Hence r = s. Further, according to (11) and (16) we havef(at) = bh 

g(bt) = a{ (i = 1, 2, ..., s) and there is no line atbj except for the case i = j (i,j = 
= 0, l , . . . , s ) . 

(e) The points a0 and b0 both exist and a0b0 $ E(T). We can assume a0bi e E(T) 
(see (10)) and a^o e E(T) (see (15)). Then by (11) we can assume f(at) = b( (i = 
= 2, 3,..., r). According to (16) the case s > r is impossible (g(br + L) would not exist). 
Thus r = s and g(bf) = a{ (i = 2, 3,..., s). Thenf(ai) = b0 (cf. (11)) which contra
dicts (19). Hence the case (e) is not possible. 

Thus there are only two possible cases, namely (a) and (d). According to (9), (12), 
(14) and (17) we obtain the direction of every line connecting C with A or B. So the 
illustration in Fig. 6 can be used for both cases (a) and (d). (Note that there is no 
line afij with i + j (i, j = 0, 1, . . . , s).) Now we assert 

(20) if for some i and j both the lines ataj and bfij exist, then the line bflj is 
superfluous. 

This fact can be easily verified with the aid of Fig. 6. Indeed, for any a e A — {a0} 
and beB — {b0} there are paths btu0a, bu0ap a^j and bfij not containing the 
line biaj. Further we assert that 
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(21) T(A) and T(B) are acyclic tournaments and moreover, if we put a{ for bt 

(i = 0, 1. ..., s), then T(A) and T(B) appear to be mutually converse tour-
naments. 

Indeed, if T(A) contains a cycle, then it contains also a cycle of length 3, say, a^fl^^ 
Then by (20) we have bfii e E(T). However, then the line bfl{ appears to be super
fluous (cf. Fig. 6). (Note that the paths bfii and aflka{ exist.) 

Now we are going to consider the cases (a) and (d). 

The case (a). Consider the sink (see (21)), say, an in T(A). Then bn is the source in 
T(B) and we see that Tis reducible (put an = u' and bn = w" in Theorem 1) which 
contradicts our assumption. 

w,-u0 
" i = V , 

~o^yç— щ ^ - Г 

"v\° 
щ ^ - Г 

- i o Ь 
C.,0-:- •-o Ð. 

- -o Ь a2o— - O D2 

o h QsO--
/ \ 

-° Ds 

c 

Fig. 6. 

The case (d). At first let us consider the case s = 0. If \C\ = 1, then we obtain the 
tournament in Fig. 2. If |C| > 1, then there are c,c'eC with c'c e E(T) and the 
line a0c appears to be superfluous as can be easily seen. If s _ 1, then using the 
same proof as in the case (a) we can show that Tis reducible. 

This completes the proof of the case (I). 
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(II) m = 2 and k = 0. t 

Then T contains the line y = w2w0 and we have dT-y(uu w0) > 2 or dT-y(u2i ux) > 2 
(cf. Fig. 7). In the first case we have but e E(T) for any b e B. If we put x' = WiW2, 
then dT-x,(uuu2) > 2 which contradicts our assumption on m (see (2) and (3)). 
The other possibility gives uta e E(T) for any a e A. Then, however, dT-x(u0, ut) > 2 
which contradicts (2) and (3) again. So the case (II) is impossible. 

(III) m = 2 and k = 1. 

Like (II) this case appears to be impossible, too. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

W . - U Û 

Fig. 7. 

Corollary 2.1. There is no e-critical tournament with diameter 2 and with even 
number of points. 

Corollary 2.2. There is exactly one e-critical tournament with diameter 2 and 
with three points. For every odd p _ 5, there are exactly two e-critical tournaments 
with diameter 2 and with p points. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any tournament Tconstructed by Theorem 
1, there is exactly one tournament Tfrom which Tcan be constructed. This follows, 
however, from the properties of the points u' and u". 

Corollary 2.3. Every e-critical tournament with diameter 2 is v-critical. 

The converse of Corollary 2.3 is not true, however, This can be seen with the aid 
of the tournament T from Fig. 8. T has diameter 2. Since dT-Vi(v69 v3) > 2, 
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dT-V2(
v4> vs) > 2 a n d analogously (owing to t/ie symmetry) for all other points, 

Tis v-critical. However, d(T - vxv^ = 2, i.e., Tis not e-critical. 
Note that there is no v-critical tournament with four points. Using the tournament 

from Fig. 8, Theorem 1 and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3, we have 

Fig. i 

wf = u 0 

Fig. 9. 

Theorem 3. For p = 3 and any integer p ^ 5, there exists a v-critical tournament 
with diameter 2 and with p points. 

All examples of e-critical tournaments that we have given up to here are with dia
meter 2. The following theorem justifies this fact. 

Theorem 4. There is no e-critical tournament with diameter d ^ 3. 

Proof. Assume that there is an e-critical tournament Twith a diameter d ^ 3. 
Repeating the reasoning in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2, we can obtain 
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(1) to (5). As d = 3, there is no line ab with ae A and be B. Now it is sufficient 
to consider the following two cases. 

(I) m = 1 (cf. Fig. 9). 
(The dashed lines in Fig. 9 represent lines with unknown direction.) It is clear that 
C 4= 0 (for otherwise dT(ul9 u0) = oo). If A u B = 0, then either |C| > 1 and any 
line ctc2 (cl9 c2 e C) is superfluous or |C| = 1 and d(T) = 2 which is impossible, 
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too. Therefore A u B 4= 0. If A = 0, then any line bw0 where b e B is superfluous 
as can be verified (cf. Fig. 9). If B = 0, then any line uta where a e A is superfluous. 
Thus A. 4= 0, £ 4= 0, and C 4= 0. Then, however, any line ba, where a e A and 
b e B, appears to be superfluous. Hence the case m = 1 is impossible. 

(II) m = 2. -

As the path i^u! ... wm is a shortest wx — w2 path, there is no line utUj whenever 
j — i _ 2. According to (1), there is no line utb with i __ k — 1, fe e B, and no line auy 
with a e A, j __ k + 2. These facts are illustrated by Fig. 10. (In this figure, any full 
line has priority over a dashed line, e.g. if k = 0, then all lines uka with a e A 
exist.) If A = 0 , then dT_UQUl(u0, ut) = oo, i.e., by (2) and (3) we have m = 1 which 
contradicts our assumption. Therefore A 4= 0. Analogously B 4= 0 (for otherwise it 
would be dT.Um_lUm(um.u um) = oo). 

Now we assert that any line z = b0a0, where a0e A and b0 e B, is superfluous. 
As dTJz(b, a) __ 2 for any a e A and any b e B, it is sufficient to verify that 

(i) for any path of the form b0a0v, where v <fc A, there is a b0 — v path of length 
not exceeding 2 and not containing the line z. This is clear (cf. Fig. 10) except the 
case v = uk+1 with k + 1 = m — 1. In this case, however, there is no line ukw 
with w e B (existence of such line would contradict (l)). Thus b0ukuk+1 is the required 
path. 

(ii) for any path of the form vb0a0, where v <fc B there is a v — a0 path of length 
not exceeding 2 and not containing the line z. This can be easily verified (cf. Fig. 10) 
except the case v = wx = uk. In this case, however, there is no line wu2 with w e A 
(see (l)). So we can take the path u1u2a0. 

Hence neither the case m _ 2 is possible and the theorem is proved. 

Thus we have the full characterization of all e-critical tournaments. Nevertheless, 
we have not succeeded in proving or disproving the existence of a v-critical tourna
ment with diameter d __ 3. We conjecture that there exists an integer d0 such that 
there is no v-critical tournament with diameter d __. d0. 
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